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It seems as though the so-called"Item 1" refers to the third paragraph of plaintiff's 

: appeal, BeLeobively quotes, as detatled above, out of contemt and with false fie unebiatia | 

adcng ‘ts correct + emphasis, following + the scforenns | to his earlier P requests exteniing 

over a period of four years, plaint said, - “Hereiwth I appeal a subsequent Senision. 

"tant decd atan is adequately deneribedl.; as "to resus | me > photographic copies . of 

photographs 4 in "these files." ‘This 3 is 6 | say “that ‘what 3 in this” case “plaintiff y was s repeating 
“ Liem < eee el: 

and apessling, is “the refusal, in | violation ‘of. regulations and the ‘family contract, us. 

“will be seen, a , normal, “ordinary ‘request for copies of public information in “the 

” Wer an-Mouni gsion archive at the National Archives, rs 

Defendant actually affirms plaintiff's point in Plaintiff's Motion for a ‘Summary — 

- Judgement in obfuscatory language in that part of defendants" September 17 letter 

“quoted as the fifth item under "Statement of Material Facts". In sayiig that what ~~ 

- defendants designate as "Item 1" "has been denied yaxx to you only in terms of" —~— 

- providing a copy a plaintiff's expense plaintiff is refusing plaintiff's abpeal-and--—-~~—--— 

~~ the family contract, as will be shown, for-"photographic-eopies-of—photographsin— —.-— 

~-these-filess"~~- 

~The fourth-paragprah of plaitiff!s appeal, inadequately quoted by defendants and.   
~—~eompletely-queted—above. by plaintiff, again is clear.in specifying what plaintiff 

-—_seeks,- It. says_two.things, both og which are correct, as defaddnts' argument leaves _ 

beyond doubt. The first is: er nn 
te. 

—-..... "I" Sought permission to examine the garments, under precedent whereby I was per- 

mitted to examine Lee Harvey Oswald's shirt, I was refused." _ 

__The second is: 

_"I was shown photographs of which I was denied copies," 

ft _ However defendants designate these _two Proper requests, : wtether as 3 Items 2, iat or 

4s what defendants' letter of September iT, 1970 is S Ealae as is om representation ierset 

. _under defendant's _"Statement of Hateraal. Facts." 3 DetSnganve ayrctinek claim "that 

items 2,3 and 4 above have never been denied xam to you by the Archives."  
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No more total proof of the deliberate falsity of this claim is possible than 

 defendants8 own own under "III. Argument B", the subjead-of which is-a-complete—admission. Z 

that plaintiff was refused permission to examine the garments and forthe Archives to 

“photograph them for himz °° 

"Defendants" Réfusla to Permit Examination-and Photographing of the Arcicles isa _ 

“na conetionary Act Created by Statute-and- the Agreement with the Dinor$ (Emphasis in 

~ original). TI ne nner nnn nt a nn te on 

Fi trent ther misrepracenia tion to-Shis. oor, the eladm under “Siatenen of 

J —--Nieterial Facts", here defendants ndt.only admit they they did refuse what plaintiff 

_|--asked—but further claim the sanction of law for so doing. Yet in the S "Statement of 
thik precisely thre ie . 

AK . Material Fact" is is of this request alleged gf had "never bden denied to" plaintiff. 

wa In defendants! "Memorandum of Points and Authorities", undér "I, Preliminary 

__.-Statement", defendants say exactly the same thing, that they did refuse plaintiff's 

P| request: 

__"2)the refusal of defendants to permit plaintiff to do what he desires regarding 

__these articles is an exercise of discretion committed to the defendants by statute and an 

agreement between defendants... and the donor&X.donors-of the articles and. 3)the articles — 

which"plaintiff seeks are not ‘records! asxsumienpiakedxky. oo" 

- Aside from the interpretations of statute and agreement, which will be addressed 

below, it should be noted that there is a further misrepresentation here, namely that 

      

asked "to do what he desires regarding these articles". Plaintiff has never asked ‘that | 

he be permitted to "do" anything "regarding these garments". The intent of this mis- 

representation is deception of the court to Lend an =ER air of authenticity to later 

“misquotation and misinterpretaions of kath statute, regulation and thé said agreement. ~~~ 

"Further, under "C" (p.9) defendants alleged that what plaitif? seeks "...is nota ~~ 

“‘trecord' within tae 5 U.S.C. 522." (Emaphsis in original). 

No less explicit a fefutation of defendants’ quoted claim not to have denied -—~- 

"plaintiff's request is this quotation (from p.8), enphasizedby defendants, that. 

“the Srchivist himself "has ‘determined that serious scholars or investigatorsse.(in——~—.. 

original)may view photographs of the said articles-of-clothing,—but-may-not inspect 

nr avemine 
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beginning cont. insert on 12 

or examine the articles of clothing themselves." 

A more completely false claim is impossible to imagine, nor a grosser dttempt- to -— 

deceive a federal court. Yet the reality is even worse than this. Aside from earlier and 

verbal refusals to plaintiff going back to early N’vember 1966, here are-a few of the 

“refusals by the Archivist, in writing and in the first half of 1970,-prior tothe —— 

“filing of the complaint and all in the file of requests to which defendants September... 

17, 1970 was in purported response? BE 

“January 22:"We do not prepare photographs of kus President Kennedy's clothing 

for researchers.". 

——tWerch I2' "We have two photographs ef -CE394 that we prepared that we can show you. ~ 

Wes do not furnish copies of these two photographs." a 

"pase 161 "We prepared photographs- of the shirt and the coat to show researchers 

instead of the clothing itself. we do not furnish copies or enlargements of these — 

~photographs.ss"{tWwhat-foblows is particularly noteworthy in view of the waiver by 
the representative of the donors, Exhibit C tax attached to plaintiff's complaint, — 

1 -gave~the- Archivist full authority to handle requestse..included authority to 

__qse, photographs as he saw fit..o3; " and ",..this is a matter on which the Archivist 

is not required to consult me...") BE naa 

_ “eee-to avpid any possible violation of the agreement with the Kennedy family." 

August 19 (belatedly, two months after- plaitiff-appealed_and_a-mont prior to 00 

the "response"):"...we will also prepare photographs of the damaged area of the know of 

the necktie in CE-$ 895 which we will show-you-in the National Archives uilding without |. 
furnishing prints to you.” 
———( ren bit 895 is entirely unrelated tothe necktie, being unclear photogrpahs of 

tné-official re-enactment of the crime, but plaintiff asks the court to consider the — 

-—neaningtess~of- this-request-in-one of its many special aspects: suppose plaintiff 

-—were-an-American from-Alaska or Hawaii, on one living in the high Himalayas? This . 

—i-s-a—further meaningless.offer designed, self-servingly, in anticipation of this instant 

__aetion-preparatory.to which plaintiff had exhausted his administrative remedies.) 

Returning to the pretended answer to plaintiff's appeal, as selective quoted 

__in what defendants describe as "State of Material Facts", it is said wifh respect to 

_umdientified and unidentifiable, non-existent "Item 4", that "the Archives had indicated . 

___a willingness... to supply you the photograph in item 4". 

If this does not refer to one of the foregoing quotations from plaintiff'a Oo 

_ appeal, all of which were explicitly and repeated rejected, despite the instant re 

and deliberate misrepresentation thereof, it must be what is asked for in the  



as ‘giveady ‘shown, and ‘also, still selectively, but. differently, ‘with different 

-be-a."Statementof Material Fact" and that beyond dispute! 
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fifth paragrpah of Plaintiff's appeal. This paragraph is one here quoted selectively, 

“exclusions a and “inclusions, on page 5. Referring to one of the photographs shown _ 

plaintiff but of which copies had been refused, has ahd had enlargement of the moss” 
most minute areas of the existing pictures, plaintiff had actually said: 

"One of these is of the front of the President's shirt. It is the only such photo— 
graph : in the Archives of which I have ‘knowledge that can serve research purposes and 
be used for other than undignified and sensational ‘purposese i ask for it or an enlarge- 

~ nent | of ‘the area showing damage to the shirt." ~~ — 

TRL SEpUPported "indicated. .willingmess... to supply you the photograph in item 4"--~- - 

“te~ the repested;strai-ghtforward wd entirety unequivacal-refustus-by-the-krchivist,- 

more than-adequatelt quoted above from his letters of January 22,-March-12~-and-April- 

: -316;-19705-——-- re a ae ce eee =< on a ann are en ce 

| 

~~ It-is- diffieult, if-net-entirely impossible, to coneeive-a-more—complete-or. - 

-~-deliberate-misrepresentation,a-more-callous disregard for_truth,—thathere alleged +o 

. _____ However, should this non-existent "Item 4" refer to the sixth paragrpah of __ 

Plaintiff's appeal, not anywhere quoted, even deceptively, by defendants, the _ 

_ imposition upon the court and the plaintiff is undiminished, That paragraph reads, 

__...,"There is no existing photograph of the side of the knot of the tie. (An eloquent 
commentary on the character of the investigation, with the entire solution depending =~ 
upon its having a bullet—hdle in it. ) I have asked that it be made for me and have been 
refused, I ask you for this.z¥or_ purposes or my research and, I believe, any genuine 
research, such a side view ‘XEXEESEELIax of the damage to the know ait essential.’ " 

__ Quite contrary to, the alleged "willingness. ».to supply the photograph i in then 4 

here jalleged, what = aes aeually panes as suey eos hail aS SEEUSt 19 Letter, 

is a Reidel ann ShEDe ce to Yous” This is exactly aoe the ® non-existing 

"ad Lingness...to sypply the photograph. «." 

_ The next and last statement is, when understoods, as plaintiff set forth in 

_ the Supplement to his complaint, total disproof of all the contrivances and deceptions, 

_ selective quotations and misquotations all the falsé claims to plaintiff and to the 

court, all the tortured interpretations of the selectively and inaccurately quoted 

~ law, “régulation and agreement; And it is innocuously phrased so that this wilt be  



..by-defendants.in.this instant-aetion. It -acknolwledges-that~s-commercial -interest,-for ~~~ ~ 

__furnish you prints of the item 5 photographs." 

_Archivese _ 
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knowledged denied the court. It reads: 

",eeto allow you to examine item 5 phootgraphs innthe Srchives s “uilding a and to 

This was preceed, in the same sentence, with the. wuoted alleged "willingness" of the _ 

__ First, plaintiff asks the court to take note of the fact that this non-existent 

Promise is not supported with any quotation of this alleged offer by the Archives __ 
in any verbal or written communication _to the Plaintiff. The 3 reason is not only because ~ 

no ) such offer was ever made but ‘More, becktse the existence of these ‘Studiously— 

eee ed photographs had never been disclosed to plaintiff. 

[eee with the ou having been | filed ‘three months earlier, | this is false 

as a representation of a willingness to een ete pepe Sees ane eee nS 

law, amt Teguka tions and contract, er neaningless and a still sinilaental desepiton 1f 1% 

means +» whet it sees net say, that as a eoneeqnieies of the - ficing ofthis instant ection, 

defendants, dbelatedly, oo ‘this Srgnt concession, 

  

‘There | are 12 paragrpahs ; in plaintiff's appeal, “AIL ‘but the second and last two. 

“refer to. ‘requests’ the had made and been refused. All c of these, obviouslt, are ‘not quoted 

by defendants for to do so would be to acknowledge still other denied requests. Plaintiff. 

~ does not here burden the court needlessly with qutiationm of them. However, it mst 

_ be obvious that calling the last "Item 5" and not quoting the others is still another 

- deliberate misrepresentation and deception. ~~ 

“What appears to be “Item5""is the opening sentence of thé penultimate paragraph 

ofthe -appeal: sss — rey ie reesei a a en a ne ec 

~'it-is-my-understanding-that the-Co,umbia- Broadcasting System-was- permitted to 
make its own photographs of this Srornine and 1 now jie a fact they were permitted to 

~make-their-own photographs of €B399,"- —— ae 

~ Defendants" response,-so-neatly designed to make-no~record-of-it, actually ~~~ 

constitutes an-admission of-everything denied-in-this-and-all-other~-papers -filed— 

~Comnercial—purposes, Was permitted to examine -and_to—photograph~the President's clothing ;~ 
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aad. that with its own equipment (plaintiff had asket Ynat mpixmkkaxrx 

“photorrpahs be made for: him : (Archives personnel ‘with Archives equipment, without ~ 

isin touching the said clothing! pxouexetxxpiaimtifex 

Yet defendants _— the ‘temerity ‘to inform this court that this is among the~ 

things s precluded by ‘law, ‘regulation and the family ‘contract! ~~ 

What makes even more sinister this disguised adiiission is that on TV, before-the 

- largest audience in the history of TV, what could be presented was only that-which is. 

‘precluded by the contract, the most “undigaif#éa" -and~"sensational" display-ofthe 

“late Bresident's blood, what could be only in -the-worst-possible taste-and what 

onlys « as defendants on page 7 quote the contract;—adding-emphasis-without so__. 

: ‘and those closely “ gsociated woth “hing —--———--—-—-----—- 

This single if obfuscated and-deceptivel$—phrased admission makes a mockery of 

a a | 
‘the "members of his family"- and (theig "Brief. and. suffer ring") which in "Iit. Argument", 

re —— 

this court and-the processes of justices, It_is. proof of a_cruel imposition on 

    

aseiyxand with mendacity blamed for suppression of this 

~official evidence of that horrible crime. 

--Zhat-makes this ali—the- 

  

—ghastly is that it was done by 

_the-administration which came into power only because of that SSSaBE Inet ons 

If these seem like excessively st ront representation, the coure's attention 

_is respectfully directed to ee: respons te the » pertinent parts « of defendants* 

_"Memorandum of Points and Authorities." 

  

 



‘make the photographs himself ("Plaintiff desires to inspect and photgrgaph" under __ 

eaviier, title iene ‘being transferred ¢ on n October 29, 1966; 

 deueptkve presentation that cannot be of ‘this character though accident and, in ~~ ~~~ 

-from—plaintiff. of .that—public_information..to which he is clearly entitled, 
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| SHXKABHAEEAEE 

~ For the rest- of it, what- is-labelled-a-™ Statement of Material Facts-as~to 

qe lM 
every other point equally false and deceptive; in that-it studiously omits most—of 

whitch there is no Genuine Issue" rs ee eee tha tin 

~-plaintiff's rejected requests, eyough-being-ci-ted-above-to-eliminate--the-wmed of 

~ further- burdening- the court. with-additional—citations.of—them;—deliberately. -nisrepresents.... 

the--request -££-to-which reference-is_made, saying whatis false, that plaintiff, who... 

-has neither. the necessary.equipment nor the required skill, personally seeks to__ 

"1." and "The arct articles sought to be insoected and photographed by plaintiéf"y 

under "2." 3 

ATI CEES xhatxkke x ("3a") 4 that ' "The articles are on 1 deposit by 4 virtue of an -agreenent 

dated Sothern 29, 1966, " Gack. is false, this deposit: having Deon etfectuated br 

anéther document also Ganied: plaintiae, a . tiomerasdum of Transfer" of 3 more ‘than a year 

“And the existing pictures plaintiff seeks | are > not these"iix | "artciles" that are 

"on n deposit" but are other public property and public information, existing befause 

‘of the norma] functioning of that agency, the National Archives. 

In summary, it seems fair to say that this entire "Statement of material facts" 

“hinest presentation to-a court of-law-and-is~in-every—sense~an-effort—to-misinform 

is anything but that add is rather a concoction of selective, deceptive, misrépresentative, 

actuality, supports ard proves each and every allegation in plaintiff's complaint, ~—-~~ 

- Motion for a Summary Judgement and Supplement thereto, Thisnis-in no sense-an ~~~ -- 

and deceive the court so that it-may—be-converted-inte-an-instfument-for-sanctifying 

-and- perpetuating defendants'.-violations-of—law and-regulationsand_the-wihholding....______ 

More. plainly. put, it is an effort to convert the court into an instrument for the 

-.suppression.of the basic, public evidence of the assassination of a President, _  



Defendants" ' "Memorandum of Foints and Authorities" 

This part of defendants! motion is divided into three parts, titled, "I. Preliminary 

Statement", WIT. Pertinent Statute ‘and Regulations"n and "III. Argument." Argument, 

however, and with Sopearerie subtlety ‘not recognizable by ‘anyone “not intimately 

familiar with all ‘the: facts, donizates: ‘and. permeates. oe OB 

The two ‘jeraoresks titled Argument" are neither faithful to the fact nora 

fair ‘representation of ‘the fact; do note state what is sued for while pretending to, ~~~ 

sui ao. ‘this with “prejudicial and inaccurate language that cannot have been selected by ~ 

accident; and otherwise misrepresent thé real situation and situation. 

“The opening words are, “PlaintitY an author..." ~~ ~~ 
. mex PRE pabn er Tai ey ewexnxcnunaekxwebizkneex ee a 

Yet when Pliantiff made this simple statement of fact, well known to defendants ___ 

and their counsel, in what was titled-an "answer" the plaintiff's complaint, the... 

: false, whether or not necessary, response-by- defendants-and—their OU Was 

-2.-‘The defendants are without-knowledge orinformation.sufficient to forma | 

belief as to ‘tie Cente of the allegations contained in paragroah 2 of the complaint. 7 

What Purpose was , eexred or tniended +6. ‘be served by ‘this apparently SO 

unnecessary false steyenauit Plaintitt ‘dees not know. However, when in $ae affidavit 

snpeanet in his Motion Per, a “Summary “Mudgement plaintiff set forthin “lengthy detail ~~ 

that and how “defendants ‘and a counsel knew and at the time of making the untruthful ~ 

0. 

statement then isiew plaintiff is and ‘long ‘has been an author, it is now ~(where™ not 

essential) conceded that plaintiff is “an author", This seeming triviality has———-~—~— 

significance in that it address the motives, methods and integity of defendants ~~~ ~ 

“and their counsel and establishes their willingness to tell-this-court-what-is-not—the-—- 

turh and what they know is not the truth, even when it is trivial and-unessentiale—- 

“In turn, this raises questions as to the dependability-and-truthfulness of statements, —__ 

“claims, allegations and interpretations that are-relevant.—- 

~ Next the "Preliminary represents~that—for-whieh—plaintiff suesas:___.  
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"alleges, inter alia, he is entitled, purswantxtaxthexproxisramsxokxkhexx 

to examine and photograph, at his expense, certain articles of clothing worn by the late 

_President.." 

_ "Inter alia" » or among other ‘things, is. correct, _ bite: the « omission OF ThRBe chnal 

things | amounts to a misprepresentation by false emphasis. aS ) Weny first Wang plaintift 

sought and seeks is not mentioned here | or in any oui oem in the Motion or its 

  

addenda. — This | is s copies” of these Metres on file in tha National Archives of this 

said clothing ai Epecitisd in the » complaints These are the aaieg ‘phebises. of shiz. he. 

seve refuses to provide copies. 

| "Examine", as used here, 1 may ‘be. taken to mean handle", While ait- is , the other— : 

wise undeviating presice of defentiants te permit such handling and have ‘permitted it 7 

to plaintiff th respect to other three-dimensional evidence, in this case “plaintiff 

hap m not asked to handle ‘the “elothing, which is in evidence, not does he so intend, 

‘The purpose of"exmaination" is to direct the taking of pictures. As has been set forth ~~ 

‘previously, this is not an exceptional request with respect to this clothing and was ~~ 

permittell by defendants where the purposes were commercial rather than scholarly, for™ ~~ 

‘use in violation of the family contract rather than in accord with it. 

“It is at least imprescise to say that plaintiff has asked that he be permitted to 

“make the photographs. His réquést is specific and to the contrary and is in-accord-with~—— 

régular Archives practises and proceedures, that the archives~take these-pictures-for-hims- 

“This formilation is prejudicial and inaccurate, and,-when taken-together—with the ——. 

—tnuendo of "examine" with which it is~bracketed- in the phrase,--"to-examine and ——......... 

~ photograph", seems-designed-to suggest -thatwhat-plaintiff seeks presents.some kind of _ 

-—-danger~-to—the-safe preservation ofthe.evidence in question, which is not at all the cases 

_ Nest-it-is- alleged that_"plaintiff_is not entitled to the relief he seeks because _ 

-1)-he-has-failed_toexhaust those administrative remedies available to him which are 

_matters of public knowledge." Two other conentions are amde and will be dealt with — 

separatelys_ 

es is simple m not in accord to the s fact ~ dicta that plaintife has: not exhausted 

aft pied tenis administrative renedies, ean secking hen ery mother agency, the 

Daveeuient of Tastee, as ~~ tories in ‘the complaint, To ‘this, ‘it. is , clown from “the  
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Plaintiff notes the apparent inconsistency between the claim of the Motion, 

“What the fails to state a Clim upon which relief can be~ granted; and the admission ———— 

  

  

  

: here, that relief gan be granted but "The defendants~contend the-plaintiff.is not ____ 

~~ gniitled to the relief he seeks". Here -defednats acknowledge. the invalidity of the 

a C 7 ee first ‘of. ‘the three grounds” upon- which -their Motion-isbased,__ ES ae a RN TR TE LN I 

  

  

  

  

  

   


